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SoiL physical  stual ies vtere carr ied out
in the black cotton soil areas of the
Betra Basin, Central India, to assess
their role in partitioning nonsoon
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of Darcyls l.aw. Dry season recharge
and evaporation were calculated by the
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whete structured claylsi I ts direct ly
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INTRODUCTION 

The s o i l  physical studies descxibed here were part of a major collaborative studyof 
the hydrogeology of the Deccan Trap tasa l ts  of the & t w a  River ba~in abwe Dhukwan. 
The study involved the Central Groundwater Board of Ind ia ,  and the I n s t i t u t e  of 
~eoLogieal Sciences and the Insitute of Hydrology from the UIGfunded by the Minis- 
try of Overseas Development. The objectives were to assess the groundwater re- 
sources of t h e  area, to develop a methodology for  genexal use in the Deccan Trap 
areas, and to train personnel in appropriate techniques; The project was carried 
out between 1977 and 1980. 

The importance of soil cover in determining the amounts of runoff, infiltration 
and aquifer recharge in a catchment area is often not fully appreciated or under- 
st&. Recharge to an unconfined aquifer has to pass through the soil before 
reaching the water table  and the rate and amount of recharge is therefore largely 
governed by the hydraulic properties of the soil. The amount and timing of runoff 
from a catchment is also considerably influenced by the hydraulic properties of the 
soil, especially those of t h e  immediate surface layer. Soil physical studies were 
therefore undertaken in the black cotton soils to investigate the variability of 
soil moisture storage and to obtain insight i n t o  the mechanisms of recharge through 
t h e  so i l .  The studies were carried out in two separate but related phases. 

The majox objective of Phase I w a s  to monitor the behaviour of the soil moisture 
reservoir throughout an entire year to provide information on the areal variability 
of the soil and a basic understanding of the processes occurring within it, 
allowing the selection of representative sites for Phase 11. For this purpose the 
c a t c M n t  was divided on the basis of topography and soil  depth in to  soil areas 
which observation indicated might be hydrologfcally different. An extensive net- 
work of 26 neutron probe access tubes was i n s t a l l e d  covering three of the four 
areas initially defined: one area of shallow s o i l s  (Area I ,  soil depths up to 2 m) 
and two areas of deep soi l s  (Areas IX and I f f ,  soil depths between 2 and 12 m). 

Phase If was m intens ive  study of the soil physical properties controlling re- 
charge and water movement processes in the soi ls ,  carried out during the 1978 and 
1979 monsoons and subsequent d r y  seasons, Two s i t e s  were selected for Phase XI, 
one representing the deep soils and one the shallow soils. A third, shallow soil 
site was later abandoned. 

S o i l  water content in the upper 3 m of the soil profile was measured by neutron 
probe, In addition, for the Phase I1 work, soil water potential (tension) data 
were obtained from mercury manometer tensiometers i n s t a l l e d  at various depths from 
the  surface down to 2 . 4  m. 

This report  is divided i n to  three sections: 

I The Soils 
TI Areal variability of soil moisture storage 
111 The influence of soil conductivity on recharge 



I THE SOILS 

General deseriation 

Black cot ton  soi l s  are  t h e  major agricultural so i l s  n o t  only of the Betwa catchment: 
but also of a very large proportion of the 500,000 km2 of Deccan Trap basalts 
which cover much of the  States  of Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Gujarat. These 
so i l s ,  derived f r o m  the basalts, axe vertisols. They are predominantly dark 
coloured, silty swelling clays which have developed on a light olive brown silty 
clay parent materfal r~ellow clay') derived from the weathering of the  basalts, 
Where the weathered basalt  i s  within 2 m of t h e  soil surface (Area I) the black 
cotton soil usually overlies the weathered basalt directly. In the deeper soil 
areas (Areas I1 and 111) the combined depth of the  black cotton soil and yellow 
clay is generally between 2 and 10 metres but may be even deeper in t h e  central 
part of the catchment. 

The black cotton soi l s  show marked swelling and shrinking properties and an ex- 
tensive pattern of cracks forms during t h e  dry season. The cracks may be up to 
75 m wide at t h e  surface, and in areas of pe renn ia l  grass and scrub, may reach 
a depth of 6 m. Under cultivated s i tes ,  depths of 1.5 - 2 m are  mre t y p i c a l .  
The soils are stone free except where they are very shallow, where pieces of 
weathered basalt may occur within the soil. All the basalt soils contain small 
concretions or 'kankar'. 

Soils which are deeper than a b u t  1.5 rn are extensively cultivated and the shal- 
lower so i l s  support a mixture of scattered cultivation, scrub jungle and forest, 
The proportion of scrub and forest generally increases as the soils become shal- 
lower so that forests are usually confined to the shallowest, stoniest and least 
cultivatable soi l s .  The main crops of the black cotton soils are wheat, pulses 
(lentils and chickpeas) and linseed,which are grown in t h e  xabi (post monsoon 
season). L i t t l e  kharif (monsoon) cropping is practiced so that a large propox- 
tion of the cultivated area lies fallow for 7 months between the end of one rabi 
season (March) and the beginning of the next (October). Over most of the black 
cotton soif area the water table is between 2 and 11 m below ground level at the  
end of t h e  dry season. I t  generally rises  to within 0.20 m of the  surface during 
t h e  monsoon and for brief p e r i d s  rises to the surface. 

The soils developed on the outcrops of Vindhyan sandstones are normally very thin 
and consist of unstructured, medium to fine sand with gravel and cobbles of wea- 
thering sandstone. Although large depths of soil may occur in occasional cracks 
and fissures and along the sandstone/basalt contacts, soils depths elsewhere 
rarely exceed 0.30 m and large areas may be virtually devoid of soil cover. The 
sandstone derived soi lsare therefore unimportant in terms of soil moisture storage 
and support only scrub and open jungle vegetation. No s tud ie s  were made of these 
so i l s .  

The soils of the granite areas comprising the  nor thern  end of the B e t w a  catchment 
were not  studied as this area was not considered important in the context of 
groundwater resources. 

Definition of soil areas 

A rapid soil reconnaissance was carried out during May 1977 to define hydrolo- 
g i c a l l y  d i f f e r e n t  s o i l  areas. Four main areas were defined, mainly an the basis 
of topography and s o i l  depth. The areas were numbered I to fV and are shown in 
Figure 1. 



Area I 

Area T covers ths  area along the western edge of the catchment from south of Bhopal 
northwards to 24 lSfNy the 450  m contour fonns a convenient but approximate 
eastern boundary, The area is gently rolling in character and the general ele- 
vation is between 470 and 520 m above mean sea level, although occasional basalt 
hills exceed 550 m. Some of these h i l l s  show typical stepped trap relief, the 
 step^ marking the individual basalt flows, 

The soils are mostly silty clay black cotton soils which are derived from the wea- 
ther ing  of the basalts. Stony red later i t ic  soils occur on some h i l l  tops but 
these give way to shallow, very dark black cotton soils where the h i l l  slopes change 
from convex to concave. The depth of s o i l  overlying the weathered basalt ranges 
from 0 to 2.0 metres, a typical depth being about1.2 m, The deepest soils of 
Area I occur mainly in the south, extending a f e w  kilometres north of Bhopal and 
also around Berasia. 

The cotton soils in Area I are darker than those elsewhere in the catchment and 
the colour of the surface soil  is darkest where the sa i l s  are shallowest, Surface 
soil colours (moist) range from 10 YR 311, very dark grey, to 10 YR 4/2,  dark 
greyish brown on the Munsell scale. The swelling and shrinking properties of the 
soils appear to be more pronounced in this area than elsewhere in the catchment and 
cracks frequently penetrate to the weathered basalt beneath. The m e a n  dry bulk 
density measured in t h e  upper 0.6 m of the soil profiles was 1,381 k 0.110 gm em-3 
with a range from 1.149 to 1.547 gm The lowest bulk densities occurred in 
the shallowest soils. 

About 60% of the area i s  cultivated, the remaindex being scrub jungle and rough 
grazing. The lateritic soils and the very shallow black cotton soils suppolrt only 
scrub jungle but where the soil is slightly deeper t h e  scrub is interspersed w i t h  
the areas of cultivation. The deeper soils are extensively cultivated. Pulses 
are the main crop, followed by wheat and linseed. Abwt 10% of Area I is used fox 
kharif {monsoon) season crops, mainly jowar (millet), maize and groundnuts, and 
an estimated 5 %  of the area is irrigated from river abstraction and dug wells. 
Large scale irrigation is largely restricted to areas where mains power is 
available for electric pump sets i , e ,  mainly close to Bhopal. 

Area II 

Area I1 extends from Area f eastwards to t h e  Betwa and also includes the basalt 
floored valleys in t h e  Vindhyan sandstone hills between Bhopal and Vidisha. Drain- 
age is towards the east as in Area f and the area is very flat and open, with 
broad shallow valleys and wide low interfluvrs, Apart from occasional sandstone 
inliers there are no hills and the general elevation of the area is between 410 and 
460 metres above mean sea level. Slopes rarely exceed 3% and are typically less 
than 1%. 

In Area X X  the depth to the weathered basalt ranges f r o m  2 m to more than 10 m and 
is rarely less than 3 m, The surface soil colour is areally very uniform, typi- 
cal ly  2.5Y 4/2, dark greyish brown and the  colour is uniform throughout the upper 
2 m of t h e  profile. Below this depth the colour becomes gradually paler, changing 
typically to 2.5Y 5/3, light olive brown ("yellow clay"). There is no apparent 
textural change with depth. 

The dry bulk density of the upper 0.60 m of the  profile is areally very uniform, 
t h e  mean value being 1.527 f 0.024 gm ern-'. Bulk densities are higher and less 
variable than in Area I. 



Approximately 85% of Area I1 is cultivated and there are few trees. The unculti- 
vated areas are generally covered w i t h  rough grass and scrub and are found as 
narrow strips along field boundaries, tracks and stream beds and occasionally in 
larger blocks. The grass/scrub areas are important agronomically, providing 
grazing and hay for cattle and buffalo. The major crops are t he  same as in Area I 
but wheat is more important than pulses. 

The approximate proportions of the cultivated area covexed by different crops are 
wheat 60%, pulses 30% and l i n s e e d  10%. Only about 2% of the  area is irrigated. 

Area 111 

Area 111 covers the area from the Betwa eastwards to the ridge of forested basalt 
h i l l s  running northwards from near Dehgaon to beyond Gyaraspur and includes the 
Nion, Keothan, Narain and lower Bina sub-catchments. 

The topography, elevation, soi ls  and land use are very similar to those of Area If 
but the drainage is towards the north and there are more sandstone inliers. These 
are concentrated mainly in the western Nion basin. There are also a f e w  isolated 
basalt hills in the north. 

The dry bulk densities of the soils of t h i s  area are also very uniform, the mean 
beirrg 1.548 + 0.042 gm This is not significantly different to the mean bulk 
density in Area 11. 

Area IV consists of the upper Bina and Babnai catchments, which l i e  in the eastern 
most part of t h e  Betwa catchment. The area is bordered in the  w e s t ,  south and east 
by forested basalt h i l l s  with rubbly shallow soils and its general elevation is 
520-580 metres. This area is more dissected and slopes are generally slightly 
st@@-per than in Areas I1 and 111. 

The soils are similar in colour and texture to those of Areas I1 and 1 x 1  but are 
shallower, the depth to the weathered basalt ranging f r o m  2-4 m. Approximately 
70% of the area is cultivated. 

I1 AREAL VARIABILITY OF SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE 

The neutron probe access tube network 

Eight access tubes w e r e  installed in cropped,land in each of Areas I, I1 and III 
during September 1977. O n e  additional access tube was installed in Wea I in 
March 1978 and a second was installed in Area 111 in May; these were sited in 
grass/scrub, close to tubes in cult ivated land. 

The s i t e s  were distributed among the main crops i n  each area in approximate pro- 
portion of the area under each rabi crop and sites were widely spread to take 
account of areal variations of soil characteristics within each area. ln Area 
I sites were also distributed with regard to different depths of soil. Tubes 



were sited at least 4 m from.crap boundaries to avoid edge effects and generally 
between 15 and 4 0  metres from the roads to avoid interference by passers-by. The 
locations of the 26 sites are shown in Figure 1. 

Water content observations w e r e  made down each access tube at approximately week ly  
intervals using an Institute of Hydrology neutron probe, Readings were taken at 
0.20 metre depth intervals from 0.20 m below the surface down to the  bottom of the 
tube. Observations during the monsoon period were erratic because access to parts  
of the  area was restricted by flooding. 

No access tubes were installed in Area XV since the crop had been sown before access 
tubes could be installed. Any installation work would have severely damaged the 
germinating crops and rendered the  sites unrepresenatative. 

Neutron prdbe calibration 

The calibration procedure detailed by Bell (1976) was used. Twenty-five pairs of 
moisture content and count rate data were obtained from 18 s i tes  in t h e  catchment 
at depths between 0.30 and 0.65 m. The calibration equation which was derived for 
the black cotton soils was: 

where 8 is volumetric moisture content (moisture volume fraction) 

R is the neutron probe count rate measured in soil 

R is the count rate measured in a water standard 
S 

The calibration line data points are shown in Figure 2 and the lack of scatter is 
iamtediately apparent; the correlation coefficient was 0.983. This shows that 
there is l i t t l e  difference i n  the  s o i l  characteristics of the different areas and 
suggests that the  calibration could also be applied to similar sails outside the 
catchment. 

Discus~ion of the results of Phase 1. 

Spatial Variability 

The soi l s  in Area I vary in depth f r o m  the  feather edges adjoining the lateritic 
basalt outcrops near the western boundary of the catchment, to 2 m. The access 
tube network represented a variety of depths within this range. Figure 3 (a) 
shows wet test  and driest recqrded profiles for a typical intermediate depth, with 
hard, partially weathered basalt below 1.2 m. Figure 3 (bl shows a similar s o i l  
profile but with soft, w e l l  weathered basalt below 1 . 4  m ,  merging into hard 
weathered basalt at about 2.5 m. The separation of the  t w o  profiles below 1.4 rn 
is due to the soft weathered basalt which, being coarse textured, can lose a relab 
t i v e l y  large amount of water by drainage as the water table falls through it; this 
represents the relatively high specif ic  yield of the soft weathered basalt. Many 
of the profiles in Area I contain some weathered basalt and this contributes to a 
greater variability of soil moisture within the measured profiles than is the case 
in Areas 11 and 111, 

There fs also considerable variability below 1 m between profiles. This is well 
illustrated in Figure 4 which shows the mean wettest  and mean driest recorded 
prof f les  within each ' area, together with an envelope defining one standard devia- 
tion. A marked contrast is seen between Rrea 1 and Areas I1 and 111. It is also 



the monsoon and do not start to abstract and transpire much water u n t i l  some weeks 
after sowing in October. 

S o i l  moisture repldshmnt 

Initial replenishment of soil moisture at the  beginning of the monomn is very 
variable between sites, For example, data from the Nion subcatchment for June 
1978 show that thexe were very considerable differences between the atorage in- 
creases at the different sites when compared to the mean rainfall ,  In the perid 
from 2 to 16 June, the mean rainfall was 46.4 mm and the storage changes ranged 
from -3.4 50 *98.7 m. For the period from 2 to 23 June the mean rainfall was 
119.7 rrrm and the storage changes ranged from 50.6 to 516.5 mm (Figure 5 ) .  

These differences may arise from a combination of two reasons: 

1 The rainfal l  is very variable over the area. Between 2 and 23 June there 
was 236.5 mm of rain at Vidisha, 125.6 nun at Gyaraspur and 58.8 ma at Sarsoda. 
This apparent east to w e s t  trend of increasing rainfall was not reflected by the 
storage data at this time (emf, Febxuary rainfall), 

2 Infiltration of water i n t o  the soil has a considerable small scale variability, 
This is clearly shown by the tenfold differences between the increases in storage 
at the cultivated site 1x11 and t h e  grass and scrub site IIIIA, which are only 
15 metres apart. The profile was fully wetted to a depth of 3 metres at site 
III~A, but to o n l y 0 . 3 0 m a t  site 1111, The reason for this is that during the 
early part of the mnscan much of the soil surface becomes relatively 'sealed' by 
the compacting action of xaindrops. Small cracks may be bridged by the swelling 
of the surface sofl so that the water runs off these areas and i n t o  depressions 
or Large cracks which have remained open, The cracks which receive this local 
runoff may have relatively large 'catchments' so that in small pockets, such as 
site IXIIA, the infiltration can exceed the rainfall by many times, The results 
f r o m  these two sites illustrate the importance of the cracks to the process of 
soil moisture replenishment at t h e  beginning of the monsoon, 

The annual cycle of soil moisture storage for Areas I1 and I11 is shown in Figure 
6 In the 1978 monsoon more than 90% of the soil  moisture storage in the deep 
soil areas was replenished within a month of the start of the monsoon, after only 
480 mm (45%) of the average monsoon rainfall  had fallen, In the shallow sofl 
area a greater amount of xainfall  (638 mm) was required to replenish 90% of the 
storage, largely because of the greater amount of storage within the weathered 
basalt below the measuxed profiles. In Area X the initial rate of post monsoon 
depletion was greater than for Areas X I  and 111. This different bshaviour of 
Area I at the end of the monsoon is also attributable to the variable thickness 
of weathered basalt in the measured profiles. The weathered basalt has a specific 
yield of 5%-10% compared w i t h  the  black cotton soil (1-2%) a d  the yellow clay 
(< 0 .5%)  , and drains mxe readily. 

The network mean stowage in  the  wettest state for Areas fI and 111 was almost 
identical in 1978 and 1979, the difference being less than 3 mm. It m y  thare- 
fore be concluded that even i n  rainfal l  de f i c i en t  monsoons (like 1979) the soil 
moisture will be replenished entirely.  

Drainage and Evaporation 

Post-monsoon dxafnage losses from the  deep soils are small. During the 1977-78 
dry season only 10% (28 ma) of the misture loss from the upper 2 . 5  m was by 
drainage (see page 15) . 
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evident t h a t  the soils of Area I become wetter in the top metre than in t h e  other 
areas, t h e  mean moisture volume fractions being 0.437,  0.416 and 0.412 for Areas 
1, XI and I11 respectively. The profiles in Areas 11 and 111 were generally mea- 
sured down to 3.2 m, the length of the access tube installation equipment available. 
The upper 2 . 0 - 2 . 5  rn of this can be regarded as black cotton s o i l  while t h e  material 
below is the clay-silt (yellow clay) parent material which is generally absent in 
soi l  Area I. The remarkable similarity between the mean w e t t e s t  and mean driest 
profiles for Areas 11 and 111 (Figure 4) clearly demonstrates the uniformity of the 
soil across the 60 km transact. 

Soil misture depletion in the d r y  season 

The depletion of soil moisture i n  the dry season is defined here as t he  total deficit 
which accumulated in the upper 2.5 rn of t h e  prof i le  with respect to t h e  wettest  
state (in Area f the  depletion, D, is quoted to the base of the measured pro f i l e ,  
which varies in depth f r o m  site to site). Depletion represents the sum of evapo- 
ra t ion  E and drainage d (the latter being very small) and includes rainfall, P i . e .  

D = E + d - P  

Rainfall in t h e  winter is very localised and the mean r a in fa l l  detexmined by the 
raingauge network bears very little relation to the rainfall received at the  
various access tube sites (which w a s  not measured). Hence, the variability of soil 
moisture depletion between s i tes  i s  probably as much a reflection of rainfall varia- 
bility as of crop water use, This is well illustrated by the following example. 
Between t h e  7 and 17 February, 1978, 12.9 m of rainfall were recorded at Vidisha, 
a f ew  kilometres west of the Nion catchment, 112.4 mm at Gyraspur, at t h e  southern 
end of the  Keothan catchment, and 27.2 mm at Sarsoda at t h e  southern end of the 
Mion catchment. The west to east trend of increasing rainfall was clearly ref- 
lected in the soil moisture storage increases at t h e  access tube sites between 4 
and 17 February 1978. 

West E a s t  

S i t e  No: a l l  in Area 111 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Storage increase mm: 0.9 3 .8  3.8 20.8 37.2 58.8 34.4 73.6 

In Areas I1 and I11 t h e  mean depletion i n  1977/78 for the  cultivated sites was 
233 mu, ranging between 161 m and 333 mm. T h e  mean in Area I was 230 rum, ranging 
between 190 and 298 mrn. While the depletion was therefore similar in quantity in 
a l l  areas, the distribution of depletion w i t h  depth was very different; as can be 
seen in Figure 4 the depth of abstraction was less in Area I but the soil was more 
d r i e d o u t .  The mean depletion at eight wheat sites was 239 mm w i t h  a standard 
deviation of 54 mm, while at three 'dalf sites it was 223 m w i t h  a standard de- 
viation of 28 rim. This difference is n o t  statistically different and thus it may 
be concluded that crop t y p e  has little effect on overall deplet ion.  

However, there was a marked difference under the  permanent grass/scrub represented 
by site IIIIA (Figure 3d) . The depletion here was 508 mm, extending down to 3.0 m, 
w i t h  some additional d e p l e t i o n  below th i s  which could not be measured. A t  t h e  
adjacent cropped site I11 (Figure 3c1, t h e  depletion was only 233 rnrn and was con- 

1 
fined to the upper 2 . 5  m. This greater depletion beneath the  grass/scrub occurs 
because the vegetation is permanent and is able to transpire at the potential rate 
during and imediately after the monsoon. The  cropped areas are fallow during 



Actual  daily mean evaporation rates calculated from the water balance for the Nion 
subcatchment for the three periods 2 to 8 Septembex, 8 to 21 September (both 1978) 
and 7 to 28 October (1977) were 4 . 1  (2 .9) ,  1,9 (4.9) and 0.6 (4.4)  mm/day xespec- 
t ive ly ,  The figures in parentheses show the potential evaporation rates (based on 
a xegressfon against daily temperature) for the same pexiods. These data show 
that the evaporation rate from the fallow soil may exceed potential when the soils 
are very wet, but that the rate drops rapidly at 40% of potential w i t h i n  3 weeks 
and to only 14% of potential after a further 3 weeks. 

The total actual evaporation from the  cropped s i tes  calculated from the  water 
balance for the bulk of the  depletion period from 14 October, 1977 to 2 June, 1978 
was 307.1 nnn, 31% of potential (999 mm) .  

Figure  7 shows the cumulative actual evaporation calculated from the water balance 
using the mean soil moisture storage changes from the eight cultivated sites in 
the Nion subcatchment, plus  cumulative catchment mean xainfall. The drainage com- 
ponent of the water balance has been omitted, being relatively ins ignif icant .  It 
can be seen t h a t  the  evaporation rate increased steadily as the crops developed 
after sowing, and reached a peak of 2.5 =/day in January, before the February 
rainfal l .  During the February rainy period the evaporation rate fell but increased 
again after the rain, although not to the same level as in January. After the 
crops were harvested the rate dropped very markedly to as l i t t l e  as 0 .4  mm/day, or 
5% of potential, at some sites. A t  other sites the rate xemained as high as 
2.3 =/day; these higher rates were probably the result of lateral abstraction of 
moisture from the soil in the  fields by shrubs and trees along the field boundaries 
and are not representative of the fallow s i tes  as a whole. 

The evaporation rate did not appear to be affected by the amount of depletion that 
had occurred and did not increase markedly after the February rainfall; th i s  may 
indicate that moisture availability did not limit evapotranspiration. If this is 
so, the annual evaporation will be fairly constant in most years, and the  sail 
moisture depletion will depend largely on the amount and timing of winter rainfall 
events. 

Data from the depletion periods following t h e  1977 and I978 monsoons have,been 
combined to produce Figure 8 .  Points worth noting are the very small drainage 
component and the fact that the trends of actual and potential evaporation are 
completely out of phase, their rates coinciding only brief ly ,  at the end of the  

monsoon and in January. 

X X I  THE INFLUENCE OF SOIL CONDUfXIVITY ON RECHARGE 

The main objectives of Phase 11 of the study were t o  investigate the processes of 
soil moisture and groundwater recharge and to derive semi-quantitative estimates 
of recharge. 

Experfmental methods 

The experiments were designed to determine the hydraulic conductivity charactexis- 
tics of the soi l  in situ, so that recharge during the monsoon could be estimated 



from Warcy ' s l a w ,  using cunducti vf t y  data  together w i t h  the potential gradients 
measured under the natural soil moisture regime. In t h e  dry season t h e  zero flux 
plane method was used to estimate drainage and evaporation (see appendix), 

The method used for obtaining t h e  unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K ,  was the so 
called 'instantaneous profile* technique (Watson 1966). A site is selected and 
neutron probe access tubes and mercury manometer tensiometers are installed, Ten- 
aiometera are placed at regular depth intervals to the base of the zone in which 
the conductivity is to be measured, After the soil profile has been virtually 
saturated, the surface of the soil in the experimental plot is covered to prevent 
further gains or losses of water at the soil surface. Since evaporation from the 
p l o t  is prevented, all losses from the plot occur as drainage and unsaturated water 
movement under the instrumented centre of the plot can be assumed to be vertically 
downwards. Moisture contents and total potentials are measured at regular inter- 
vals as the profile drains, 

Under these conditions the total moisture storage change ahove any given depth in 
the profile represents the drainage flux of water Iv) through that  depth during t h e  
relevant period of time. The potential gradient (dP/dz) a t  the same depth can be 
derived from the tensiometer data so that the conductivity can be calculated from 
Darcy ' s Law.  

As t h e  profile drains, the fluxes, conductivities, uiaisture contents and matric 
potentials decrease and the conductivity at different depths in the profile can 
therefore be derived for a range of values of moistuxe content and matric p t e n t i a l .  

Selection of sites and observational procedures 

Three sites w e r e  selected for Phase 11, one representing the deep soils and t w o  
representing t h e  shallow soils. Their locations are shown in Figure 1. The deep 
soi l  site was at  Dhaturiin Area 111, The two shallow soil sites were at Nabibag, 
where the soil depth to weathered basalt was about 2 . 0  m, and at Nipanian where 
the soil depth was 1.3 m, 'Iko sites were selected in the shallow soil area to 
take account of the greater variability of soil depths. All of the Phase XI sites 
were cultivated. During the course of the study it became evident that data from 
the  Nipanian site would be inadmissible because t h e  roots of nearby perennial vege- 
tation appeared to be abstracting water laterally from beneath the  experimental 
plot .  Results from this site are therefore not discussed. 

A t  each of the sites, two replicate sets of instruments were installed on adjacent 
plots about 6 m apart. One set  of instruments was used for measuring the hydxau- 
l i e  conductivity (the 'coveredt plot) and the  other was used to monitor the natural, 
undisturbed soil moisture regime ( the 'open' plot). Each instrument s e t  consisted 
of two neutron probe access tubes and one set of mercury manometer tensiometers. 
The tensiometers were installed at 0.2 m depth intervals to a depth of 2.4 rn. 
Both sites were equipped with storage raingauges (generally read daily} and tipping 
bucket gauges w i t h  solid state loggers. 

The Dhatur i  s i t e  is considered to represent well the  behaviour of t h e  cultivated 
soils in Areas I1 and 111 ( the deep soils) because of the remarkable uniformity of 
soil water condit ions in those Areas, as demonstrated by the  Phase I programme. 
However, the validity of the extrapolation of the results obtained at Nabibag to 
Area I (shallow soils) as a whole is less certain because of the much greater va- 
riability of soil water conditions i n  Area X and because (as was discovered Later) 



this site was on the boundary between Areas I and II/III, and included a t h i n  layer 
of unstructured clay/silt between the structured soil and t h e  weathered basalt. 

Once the soil had been wetted to near saturation during the monsoon the ground sur- 
fact on one plot at each of the sites was covered with  a 5 x 5 rn black p las t ic  
sheet through which the tensiometers and access tubes protruded and were sealed in, 
A large tent was erected over the plot to prevent rainwater collecting on the plas- 
tic sheet and t o  reduce t h e r m a l  effects on t h e  tensiometers. Observations of so i l  
moisture were made at approximately two day intervals initially but later the drain- 
age rate became very slow and the interval between observations was increased, A t  
Nabibag the tensiometers were read at the same time as the soil moisture obser- 
vations were made, b u t  at Dhaturi (where there was a resident observer) the tensio- 
meters were read twice daily, at 06.00 hrs  and 18.00 hrs, 

A t  the Nabibag covered plot observations were started on 25 July 1978 and continued 
until 12 March 1979 when t h e  instruments wexe removed. Observations at Dhaturi 
were started on 30 June 1979 with both plots  'open'. Plot 2 was subsequently 
irrigated on 3 1  August t o  restore the profile to saturation and was then covered 
and operated until March 1980. 

The 'natural regime' p lo t s  (open plots) were cultivated and weeded in conformity 
with agricultural practice in the surrounding areas. Wheat was sown on all of 
the open plots. Observations wexe made at the same time intervals as at the 
hydrau l i c  conductivi ty plots but were cont inued subsequently. 

Discussion of the results of Phase XI. 

The conductivity characteristics derived for both sites are given in Figure  9a and 
9b, showing the conductivity as a function of matric potential (tension). 

The conductivity characteristics 

The main features of these  conductivity characteristics are: 

1 A t  both sites there i s  a rapid decrease of conductivity w i t h  depth for any 
given value of matric potential between 0 and - 80 cm water head. 
2 A t  the Nabibag site there is the suggestion that this trend of conductivity 
decreasing with depth is mainly in the upper 1.5 rn; below 1.5 rn the conductivity 
seems to be relatively uniform with depth and very low; t h i s  suggests the presence 
of unstructured clay/sflt which should (in theory) not be present in Soil Area I. 
However this site is near the bardex between A r e a  I and Area 11. 

3 A t  b o t h  sites conductivity decreases very quickly with falling matric poten- 
tial (increasing tension). For example, at Nabibag the saturated conductivity of 
0.9 m is 26 m/dey, drops to 1.0 mm/day at a matric potent ia l  of - 7 0  cm H20 and 
to 0.1 nnn/day at a matric potential of - 100 cm H20. 
4 The Dhaturi curves (Figure 9a) show a sharp change of gradient below a con- 
ductivity of about 1.0 mm/day. This could repxesent t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  between t h e  
conductivity of the residual fissure system and that of the conductivity of the 
clay matrix itself.  

Plots of conductivity against water content [not shown) demonstrated that very 
small changes Fn water content accompany very large changes in conductivity. A t  
both sites a reduction of volumetric moisture content  of 0.02 reduces the conduc- 
tivity by two orders of magnitude o r  more. 



The general form of the curves is remarkably interconsistent and ordered although 
there is same uncertainty as to the saturated values, because at the initial 
stage of drainage moistuxe changes in the uppet part of the profile tended to be 
rapid and could not be measured suff ic ient ly  frequently, Boever, the modest 
extrapolation shown in the diagrams gives saturated values which are considered 
to be reasonably accurate but possibly err on the low side, The lower conduc- 
tivities were also di f f i cu l t  to determine in these clay soils; as the conduc- 
t ivity decreased the dxainage rate became so low that the moisture content changes 
in the profile were too small to be measured accurately, even Over intervals of 
several weeks. A t  Nabibag the moisture storage change in the entire covered 
profile between 12 December 1978 and 5 March 1979 (76 days) was only 7.0 arm, 
equivalent to a drainage rate of only 0.09 m/day, Change within individual 
layers of the profile was therefore extremely small. 

The potential gradients within the profiles also became very small, often less 
than 0.05 cm H20/em depth, making them difficult to determine accurately. 

The hydrological  importance of the shrinkage cracks 

The Phase I1 studies demonstrated t h a t  the "shrink-swell" process has two 
important hydrtlogical effects, 

1 The shrinkage cracks facilitate the early re-wetting of the soil .  

The wide open crack system presented to t h e  early rains of the monsoon allow 
water to enter freely into the soil down to the base of the fissuxe system. 
T h i s  allows the soil to rewet quickly and rainfall goes preferentially into soil 
moisture storage before much surface runoff occurs to the rivers. Initial 
wetting is very sporadic and the early potential profiles (not shown) are very 
confused, due to irregular wetting down fissures and lateral absorption. Only 
when potentials have risen to about -500 em H 0 does a clear pictuxe emerge 
(Figure 10). 2 

A s  wetting of the profile porceeds during the monsoon a zone of saturation (a 
perched water table) appears, not at the soil surface or at the base of the 
profile, but in the middle of the profile between about 0.6m and 1.5 m, with 
unsaturated conditions remaining above and below. This is shown by t h e  profiles 
of 29.7.79 (Figure 10a and lob) where they cross to the left of the dashed gravity 
potential line. The saturated zone then gradually expands upwaxds and downwards 
to saturate the complete profile. This is also illustrated in Figure 12 which 
shows t h e  development and decay of the saturated zone, interpreted from the 
Dhaturi plot 1 tensiometer data. 

In 1979 the  wetting process at the Nabibag sit@ proceeded in exactly the same 
way, w i t h  a saturated zone forming in the profile between 1.0 and 1.6 m (6.8.79) 
which expanded both upwards and downwards, However, the fusion w i t h  the lower 
water table did not occur at Nabibag in 1979 as there was insuf f i c i en t  rain, but 
it d i d  occur in 1978, a more normal year. 



2 The shrink-swel lprocessimpartsapemanentstmcturetotheupper 1.5- 
2.0  m of the sai l  which enhances its conductivity, 

The conductivity curves show that conductivity decreases with depth in 
the upper 1.5 - 2 . 0  m of the soil profile. The shrinkage cracking observed in 
the dry season also followed this pattern, being greatest at the surface and 
becoming invisible (in cropped soils) below about 1.5 m, It seems reasonable 
therefore to draw the Conclusion that the shrink-swell process greatly enhances 
the conductivity of the soil by creating a soil structure which is not entirely 
destroyed by re-swelling. This provides the distinction between the black cotton 
soi l  and the unstructured, very poorly conductive yellow clay beneath. f n 
places where permanent grass scrub is established t h i s  enhancement of conductivity 
probably extends down to 4 m or more, as does the shrinkage, but this was not 
proved. 

The rapid decrease in the conductivity in the range of matric potential between 
0 and - iOo cm El20 is evidence that the principal conductive pathways for water 
movement in the soil are large pores which ere f u l l  of water only at potentials 
above - lW cm. The rapid decrease of conductivity in this range of matric 
potential is associated with  the moisture content reduction of about 0.02 and 
this indicates  that these large pores (diameter 0.03 - 0.3 mm) occupy only  about 
2% of the volume of the soil. 

Thus the higher conductivities (in excess of about 1 mm/day) are attributable 
to the large pores or 'macrostructurest the mst probable form of which are 
planar 0.03 mm - - 0.3 nrm cracks and fissures remaining between the soil peds 
after rewetting. Once the macrostructures have emptied, i . e .  at matric po- 
tentials below about - 100 cm H20, t h e  conductivity has decreased to between 
0.1 and 1.0 mm/day and falls steadily with further decreasing matric potential. 
A t  these potentials appreciable water fluxes could only occur where potential 
gradients  are very steep, a situation which was never observed to occur during 
monsoon conditions. 

The decrease in the size of the sturctures w i t h  depth is also illustrated by 
the decreasing air entry values shown by the water release characteristic curves 
of both sites (Figure 13) . 

The grass/serub areas may be important in the recharge process in those parts of 
Areas IT and I11 where the  weathered basalt is w i t h i n  4 - 5 in of the so i l  surface. 
Shrinkage structures here could provide a connection between the upper (black 

1 

cotton soil) aquifer and the weathered basalt aquifer, as in Area I. Grass/scrub 
occupies about 10% of the  land use and is evenly distributed in small irregular 
plots  and strips along f i e ld  boundaries and gully banks. 

t 
I 

! 



Drainage from the saturated soil profile 

Once the entire soil profile i s  saturated and in saturated continuity with the 
underlying Water table, the potential gradients in the soil profile tend to zero, 
implying l i t t le  further drainage. 

This is illustrated by the sequences of potential profiles from the Dhaturi sites 
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The potential gradient within the saturated zone 
initially is downward (profiles of 3 and 4 August) indicating continuing drainage, 
but after this, as the zone expands, the gradient decreases and becmes close to 
zero when the whole profile is saturated, The decreasing gradient can be seen in 
Figure lOa but this is particularly clearly shown in Figure lob by the  sequence of 
potential profiles for the period 29.7.79to 10.8,79 between the 0,8 and 1-4 m 
depths. The very small potential gradients  i n  the upper 1.6 m of the fully satu- 
rated profiles can be seen in Figure 11 also, 

Although the initial wetting up process at  Nabibag was not observed in 1978, the 
potential profiles from this site also showed that when the entire profile was 
saturated, potential gradients i n  the upper profile were very small, as at Dhaturi. 

The very small potential gradients which exist at both sites once the entire pro- 
f i l e  is saturated indicate that further drainage is vi'rtually negligible in spite 
of the fact that the conductivity is at a maximum in th i s  state. This  suggests 
that a t  Dhaturi the flux is limited by the very low conductivity in the lower pro- 
file below the structured zone. The earlier downward flux indicated by the down- 
ward potential gradients can be explained as satisfying residual storage in the 
lower profile. At Nabibag (1978) not only wexe zero gradients  achieved but for a 
f e w  days they reversed and became s l ight ly  upward, suggesting that the weathered 
basalt aquifer was f i l l e d  and being confined by the soil above. Once this state 
is achieved all of the rainfall (less evaporation) must be lost as surface runoff 
and interflow. Figure 14 shows the downward flux for the 0.9 rn depth Dhaturi 
calculated for the period between July 1979 and January 1980, the soil moisture 
deficit (with respect to saturation) in the measured profile below 0.9 m arid t he  
daily rainfal l .  The flwes wexe calculated using the Darey formula for the 0.9 m 
depth; this depth was selected because the potential data required for calcula- 
ting the gradients (the 0,s and 1,O m depths) were the most reliable over the 
periods concerned. A saturated conductivity of 7 =/day was adopted (see Figure 
9a) but the calculated fluxes should be regarded as approximate as the eonduc- 
t i v f ty  data have been extrapolated in the matric potent ia l  range between 0 and 
-30 cm water, Once a zero f lux plane had formed during the dry periods the 
drainage thxough the  2.9 m depth (the base of the measured profile) was calculated 
using the ZFP method (see appendix). 

Two main drainage events are shown, the first during the 1979 monsoon season and 
the second at the end of November 1979, following heavy winter rainfal l .  The 
latter event was very unusual as the rainfall  at Dhaturi between 27 and 29 Novem- 
ber was 150 mm, ten times the  long term rainfall fox the month, 

Irrespective of the errors involved, the drainage hydrographs for both events show 
that the drainage flux (at 0 . 9  rn) i s  high initially but declines to less than 
1.0 =/day when the entire profile is saturated. A t  the same t i m e  the deficit 
i n  the lower part of the measured profile decreases to zero, and the coincidence 
of these events seems to indicate that the drainage flux declines because a l l  of 



the available storage below t h e  0.9 m depth has been filled. After the entire 
profile is saturated the drainage f lux  decreases slowly to  about 0.1 mm/day {in 
response t o  the reduction of the potential gradient), 

The total drainage flux shown for  the July/August event in Figure 1 4  (29/7 - 2 2 / 8 )  
is 39.5 mm but the flux for the first 3 days of the event (indicated by the  dotted 
l i n e s )  was calculated for the 0.7 m depth because the  data for  t h e  0.9 m depth 
were not reliable during these 3 days. In th i s  period 8.0 mm of the calculated 
f l u  through the 0 . 7  m depth went into storage in the  layer between 0.7 and 0.9 m 
so that t he  t o t a l  drainage flux t h r o u g h  the 0.9 m depth during the whole event was 
3 1 . 5  nun. Before the event the moisture deficit in t h e  measured profile below 0.9 m 
was 28 mm so that there is an apparent surplus of flux amounting to a b u t  4 mm. 
T h i s  could have gone towards making up any d e f i c i t  below the measured profi le ,  but 
the estfmate i s  not accurate enough to be certain about t h i s .  
The similarity between the calculated flux and the deficit in t h e  measured profile 
indicates that 7 mm/day probably represents about the  lowest probable value of 
conductivity for the 0.9 m depth. If a lower conductivity had been adopted, the 
calculated flux would not have been large enough to  satisfy the measured d e f i c i t  
between 0.9 and 2 , 9  m. 

ft is d i f f i c u l t  to just i fy  a choice of an upper value for the conductivity but it 
is unlikely that It could be more than 14 m/day. This  value of conductivity 
would increase the calculated flux to 63 m, leaving an apparent surplus of 35 mm 
to restore any d e f i c i t s  below the measured profile. Such a surplus would be im- 
probably large considering the very low specific y ie ld  of the  yellow clay, and a 
saturated conductivity of 7 m/day seems more probable therefore. 

However, irrespective of the value of the conductivity adopted, the potential 
gradients show clearly the processes involved. Once the entire profile is satu- 
rated the potential gradient tends to zero (e.g. profile of 12.8.79, Figure Ila)  
and thereafter there can be no significant flux to deep recharge. There is thexe- 
fore no significant recharge to deeper zones during the monsoon season in spite  of 
the fact that the conductivity is then at its maximum. 

The November rainfall event contrasts with the situation during the monsoon period 
in that  the antecedent d e f i c i t  below 0.9 then was 11 mm and the calculated flux 
in to  that zone was 24 mrn, leaving an apparent surplus of 13 mm. On this occasion, 
a surplus input to levels below 0.9 rn would not be expected since there could not  
have been a def i c i t  below the measured profile as, before the event, the water 
table had only fal len to 2.5 m. A possible explanation would be that between 
August and November the conductivity was reduced below the adopted 7 . 0  =/day 
figure (derived for August data) by slow, long term delayed swell ing of the  elay 
further closing the maeropores. Adoption of a conductivity of 3 =/day would 
reduce the calculated flux for the November event to 10.5 m and thus almost exact- 
ly satisfy the antecedent deficit. Evidence supporting the hypothesis of delayed 
swelling is that the saturated profile water content below 0.9 m was 713 m in 
July and 720 rmn i n  November, implying that further slow re-wetting and bulk density 
changes in the elay did occur, 

~ r y  season drainage 

Soon after the rains c o w  to an end the combined effect of evaporation and slow 
residual drainage or interflow creates a "zero flux plane" i n  the soi l  p r o f i l e .  
Here the potential gradient is zero, marking t h e  position of a plane which divides 
the  upper zone (where the flux is upwards to evaporation) from the lower, draining 
zone (see Figure 11). The zero flux plane position moves down as the season pro- 
gresses (Figure 12). The position of the zero flux plane is determined from the 



potential profiles (measured by tensiometers) and knowing this, the moisture 
changes above and below (masurea by neutron probe) can be divided bctwean evago- 
ratlon nn8 drainage, This is explained mre fully in the appenbix. 

A t  rhatuxf the profile ceased to be saturated to the eurface on 12 August 1979 and 
the pxofile drained xapidly un t l l  23 August, by which time an identifiable ZFP had 
appeared. Subsequently for the period fxom 23 August until 27 Never, the 
drainage a t  2.5 m measured by thi8 method was less than 0.01 =/day. After the 
No-r rainfall event the same rate was resumed for the rest of the dry season, 
Thus, the normal dxy season Urainage calculated by this method is less than 3 mm. 

It is worth comparing the 1979/80 dry season drainage at Dhaturi, calculated by 
the ZFP methd, w i t h  data calculated by base flow analysis for the Nion sub- 
catchmnt for the 1978/79 dry season. 

Period Mean daily drainage rate Total 

2 Sept 78 - 24 Oct 78 
24 Oct 78 - 28 Feb 79 

March 1979 
April 1979 
m y  1979 

The 28 m of drainage from the Nion subcatchment is clearly much larger than the  
3 nnn estimate for the Dhaturi s i t e ,  However, 8 mu or so of the Nicm drainage 
should be discounted as t h i s  represents saturated drainage arising from the water 
table falling through the measured profile, which is not included in the Dhaturi 
figure, rutthemre, the Nion figures reflect the behavioux of the entire sub- 
catchment an8 probably include other sources of baseflow such as aquifer drainage. 
Thus, although it is not possible to separate the dry season soil drainage com- 
ponent from the Nion baseflow, it is clearly much less than 2 0  mm. The two 
estimates of dry season soil drainage are therefore not incompatible, and show 
that it is less than 20 m, and probably only 3 lam or sot this is a very small 
proportion of the dry season soil amisture depletion. 

By either method it is clear that dry season drainage fxom the soil profile is 
very small indeed. It therefore follows that simple measurements of soil =is- 
ture depletion can be used to determine crop water use in the d r y  season, and 
this confirms the validity of the Phase 1 est imates of evaporation. It seems 
reasonable to expect that this approach could be applied more widely in the 
black cotton soil areas of India, 

The black cotton soil consists of the upper, structured part of the soil profile. 
In Area I, principally on the western edge of the Betwa catchment it is less than 



2 m thick and overlies directly the weathered basalt .  Over t h e  largest part of 
khr basalt area (Areas ff and 111) the black cotton soi l  grades down at about 2 m 
in to  the unstructured 'yellow clay' (buff silty clay). This latter material may 
be up to 10 m or more t h i c k ,  overlying the weathered basal t .  

The black cotton soil  is extremely uniform in its water holding propexties and the 
depletion of its stored water in the  dry season varies around 230 mm, the  varia- 
t i o n  arising from crop type and localised winter xainfall. Depletion is insfg- 
nif icant below 2.5 m in the cropped areas and is mostly restricted to the  top 
1.5 m, In grasa/scrub areas drying penetrates to twice this depth and deplet ions  
of around 500 nun are typical. 

Actual evaporation reaches a peak of around 2.5 m/day at the end of January; 
thereafter it falls gradually unti l  after harvest it falls  abruptly to as little 
as 0 .4  mm/day. Actual evaporation is in antiphase with potential evaporation, 
p t e n t i a l  reaching its minimum in January when actual evaporation reaches its 
maximum. 

Drainage from the upper 2.5 of the  soil is only 30  mm (or less) during the  dry 
season, from September to May. Most of this occurs during t w o  weeks immediately 
after the monsoon. Thereafter, t h e  t o t a l  drainage for the remainder of the dry 
season is 10 mm at the  most, and probably much less, Exceptional winter rains 
can occur which completely recharge the soil profile and thus increase this figure 
(as in November 1979) but these events seem to be very rare. 

Evidence from the Dhaturi site, representing the deep soils, suggests that in 
these areas, the structured clay 'black cotton s o i l '  forms an upper aquifer system 
which is virtually isolated from the more conductive weathered basalt aquifer 
beneath by the intervening thickness of unstructured and poorly conductive 'yellow 
clay'. During the dry season recharge fluxes through the base of t h e  structured 
soil layex are negligible, and during the monsoon, after the profile beneath has 
been restored to saturation, any recharge is certainly very much less than 1 mm/ 
day, The cultivated deep soils can therefore be modelled as a tank, w i t h  an 
almost non leaking base, and a capacity of about 230 mm (varying somewhat with 
crop). The tank overflows when full to produce surface runoff ,  which includes a 
component of interflow through the macrostructures i n t o  ephemeral drainage chan- 
nels. The interflow probably drains only the capacity of the macrostructures 
(less than 2% of the upper 1.5 m of the profi le)  which would yield a post monsoon 
baseflow of not more than 30 mm. The predominant mechanism of water loss from 
the soil vtank' is evaporation. 

The situation in the shallow soils is very different.  The Nabibag evidence was 
not entirely conclusfve because the profile depth was about 2 . 2  m, intermediate 
hetween the shallow and deep soils (as initially defined), and included at its 
base a thin layer of yellow clay. However, the evidence concerning soil struc- 
turing and its influence on conductivity indicates that where the soils are some- 
what shallower, i .e .  less than 1.5 m in the cultivated areas (deeper beneath grass/ 
scrub) the unstructured and poorly conductive layer is absent so that the struc- 
tuxed black cotton soil and the weathered basalt form a composite aquifer. Re- 
charge fluxes are less restricted here because the unstructured layer is absent. 
The Nabibag data suggest t h a t  downward (recharge) fluxes are small once the water 
table has risen to the surface, indicating that there is little continuity between 
the  river system and the weathered basalt at Nabibag. Elsewhere continuity may 
exist  and downward fluxes are likely to continue throughout the monsoon, The 
grasdscrub areas may provide recharge in Areas I1 and Iff in those places where 
the weathered basalt is less that 4 - 5 m below ground level .  Here the struc- 
tured soil extends right down to the weathered basalt aquifer and could provide a 
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pathray for significant inPuts, as ln Alea I, Plovldinq that thete is capacity
, i thin the weathered basalt  aquifer.
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APPENDI:(

SO'.IE BASIC PRINCIPI,ES OE SOITJ PTTYSICS INBER9NI IN TTE BETi{A SOIL SIIJDIES

Water in the soil Doves 1n response to nater ptessure gladlents, erq)lessed in
tenos of totaf hydlaullc polential V, lepresentlng the potentlal enelgy of the
wate! rlthln the soil. The two principat coDponents of toga)" potentlal ale the
gravity potentlal Ug and the halric potentlal {rD. ahe gravlty pote.lttal !s ttla!

arlsing froD the earth's gravlty fleld. The ground sulface is noroally taken as
the alatuD (zero gravity potential) so that the glavlty potentlal belot, the soll
surface is less than thls and thelefore alvrays negative. flhe Eatrlc potentlal
ls due DaLnly to the sulface lenslon actlng on the air-$ater Lntelfaces ln the
so-il and is allrays negative in unsaturated soil, although lt becomes positive in
saturated sotl, when lt is equLvalent to the positlve pressute head.

The tl'o coDponents ale therefore both negalive ln unsaturated solls anal ale addl-

v ls the flux
l( 1s the hydraull.c conductivity of the soll

;  15 the potenrtal  gradlent

+\ t
I

so that tolal potentlal is always negative in rrnsatulated soil.

Potential is co@on1y explessed in terns of centiDetres of l'acer head {cn !2O).
lotal potentiaLs betrreen O and -8m co E2O are generally lleasulied uslng te$sLo-
Deters. and lorrer potentlals (hlgher tenslons) can be Deasured uslng CaLibrated
glT)snto resistance bl,ocks (aLthough with ouch less acculacy).

Total potentlal data ale plesenteal as rpotentia.I profiles,, lhe total potentlals
Deasured vrLthln a soll proflle being plottetl agalnst depth, ln lhese plot3 qra-
vlly potential, Ug. is represented by the dashed llne (plgute l). lthen ex-

explessed ln unitg of centiDetres of uater head, gn at any point In the soil 1s

equlvalent to the depth belor glound leveL in centloetres. The area to the light
of the dasheal llne replesents the unsaturaled phase anal the atea to the left, the
saturated phase. The v,ate! tabLe corresponds to the depth at rdhich the trtotenttal
proflle closses ttre gravlty potentj.al line (i.e. vhere l/.,la = O).

lfate! DoveDent ln both satulat€d and unsatu.rated solL ls described by Darcyrg Lar,r:

lhe hyfkaullc conductlvlty (K) is a sensltlve
(e) and the natric potentlal of

frDcti,on of both the volunetrlc rooi,-
the sol l  (0 ) .  The relat lonEhlD



begdeen 0 and {in ts knokar as the 'Boisture release characterlsttc' o!. lf 0E 1s

e:qrressed a6 Io9 vh, as the rpF cutver.

ttre alllectlon of the potent.ial gradient lnallcates the direction of the noisture
flux. fhe zero flux pfane (zFP) is a polnt in the potentlal proflle at which the
gradient le zero, inaltcati.ng no flux, on elther sLde of whlch the fluxes can
elther allverge o! converge. In Che drjr season, a divelgent ZEP fofins, and this
sop.EateE an upp€r zone of q)wald flux (supplying evaporatlon) froo a lower zone
ln ehich the flux is doeffrard (d!ainage). The tr'o potentlal proflles shot.n in
!1gure t itlustrate thls. Proflle (a) shotrs the posltion of the zf? at a depth
of about lOO cn. The potentlat giadj.ent a.bove thls polnt 13 upwards auld indl-
cates up{ard flux, rhlle the potenlial gtaallen! belo$ i! is doimwards, lnallcating
dor|nwaitl flux. The zFP in proftle (b) (later in the season) ls at a greater
depth, and laln enteElng the uppet part of the proflle has caused the potentials
there to rise and thug created a second, convergent zFP (equivalent to a !,rettiflg
front) .  I f  there ts suff lc lent ralnfal l  th is wi l l  move rapldfy doltn the prof i le

untll it neets with. and caicel"s out, the lo$er dlvelgent zFP, allolt1nq resumPtLon
of attainag€ throughout the Proflle.

When a allvergent zFP 1s present at a known dePth wlthLn a prof,lle th€ depletion of

nolsture slolage oay be pallitloned into upltaral and alownward fluxes, attributabfe
to evapolat1on anal drainage, lespectively. This forhs the basis of the rzero

flux pLane Dethod' fot ileteminlttg evaporation and dfainage' lfatet contents pro-

flles are deasured with the neutron probe at intelvafs of, fot exanPle, one week.

The differenee between the ploftl€ wate! conlents on successive occasionsr vith

ilue all"owance for a'Iy rainfalt vhich fe1l in that period, represents the total

Ioss floo the profil.€, the suE of evaporatlon plus dl.ainage- ay knowinq the po-

sition of the ZFP thig loss can be partitioned into the two coEponents, the noi-

sture loss above the ZFP rePresentlng the evaPoratlon for the perio'l and that be-

low it representing the alraj.nage, iluxes across any depth can be calculate'l also'

Because the position of the zaP ls nornally not statlc, correctlon rnay be

necessaly to aaljust fo! novenent of the zFP during the period being considered'

but fo. oost pu4)oses lhere is no great loss of acculacy if the zFP is assuned to

roov€ stepitlse li,ith tine, i.e. to renain constant in depth between each lair of

measuring dates,



loral PotENllAL f (ch,w6t.. h€.d.)
100 200 3oo ,ro0

The use of profiles of total soil water potenttal to identify the posttion of the
zero flux plane (ZFP)

(a) early in a dly period, the ZFp novtng iloenwarits because evaporatlon
exceeds ralnf,al1.

(b) at a later stage: heavy ralnfall has created a convelqent ZFp at the top
of the proflle.
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carcul.ation of noistu.e fl.xes fron a parr of norsture content prof,iles aleternineal
on dates tr and t2: knoniing the posttion of the ZFp the noisrure losses above
and belou can be asstgned to evaporatton andl atlainage respectively.
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